
FIRST SESSION 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2,1926, AT 10:00 A. M. 

A N JOHNSON, Ptestdtng 

Chatrman, Executive Committee, Highway Research Board 

The meeting was called to order at 10 a m by Dean A N John
son, the presiding officer The first speaker on the program, Dr. 
Vernon Kellogg, Permanent Secretary of the National Research 
Council, welcomed those in attendance in a short address, in which 
he stated that the National Research Council is proud of the High
way Research Board, of its strong and healthy growth and of the 
good work it is doing 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON • We shall now have the pleasure of listening 
to an address by Dr George K. Burgess, Director of the U S Bu
reau of Standards 

ADDRESS ON "THE HIGHWAY AND THE 
LABORATORY" 

GEOBOE K . BTJBGEBS 

v. S Bureau of Standards, Washtngton, D C. 

The problems of the highway, as we understand them today, are 
of recent origin and have developed hand in hand with the motor 
vehicle. Not very long ago the finest type of country highway was 
constructed of water-bound macadam, while some of our best city 
streets were paved with a thin sheet of asphalt laid with little or 
no foundation In those days the problems of the highway were 
simpler than they are today, and highway engineenng as a sepa
rate profession scarcely existed A few years ago it was far cheaper 
and quicker to build a road than to lay a railway track. Today con
ditions are reversed In those days roads followed the natural con
tours, and if steep grades were involved the horses simply stopped 
for a rest at the top and used the water trough at the foot of the 
inclme Now, grades and curves taust be reduced and if possible 
eliminated, dangerous intersections must be avoided and roads 
banked for high-speed traffic Highways must have long life, be
cause the detouring of a large volume of traffic on a main thorough
fare is a difficult and expensive matter 

Naturally, I want to talk to you about things of interest in your 
profession and I propose to go over very briefly some of the activities 
of the Bureau of Standards which tie up directly and indirectly 
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With modern highway problems These problems relate to the ma
terials of highway construction, their testing, definition and im
provement, markings and lighting, including methods of measure
ment and simplification, the characteristics of motor vehicles, in
cluding limitations as to performance, as well as the development 
of specifications for materials, highway accessories, and rules for 
safety of operation and traffic control. 

All of you are interested in Portland cement and in Portland 
cement concrete, either directly as actual producers or users or indi
rectly through competitive materials The Bureau tests a great deal 
of the cement purchased by the Government For this purpose it 
maintains three branch laboratories—Northampton, P a , Denver, 
Colo , and San Francisco, Calif —which are devoted, almost entirely, 
to the inspection, testing, and shipping of cement on Government 
purchases in these regions This service is augmented by the cement 
laboratory of the Bureau in Washington In addition to this in
spection service, these laboratories make studies of the proportion
ing of cement from local materials in connection with preliminary 
studies of Government construction From this experience data 
are accumulated which are of value in prepanng and revising specifi
cations such as that for Portland cement of the Federal Specifica
tions Board and the American Engineering Standards Committee 
At this point, I venture to suggest the very great desirability and 
advantage of maintaining throughout the country a uniform stand
ard of quality of this material, cement, entering so universally as 
a constituent in road construction Here the laboratory and high
way are most closely linked together, and divergence of practice 
makes for increased costs of construction and difficulty of distribu
tion 

The Portland Cement Association, through an associateship at 
the Bureau established two years ago and now comprising ten men, 
are studying those very necessary problems What is Portland 
cement? and What happens when water and solutions of salt are 
allowed to react with if? Three publications have already been 
issued by this group The Bureau has maintained since 1910 an 
expenmental cement plant in which a number of studies in con
nection with these problems have been carried out 

Many improvements have been made in recent years in the design 
of concrete mixtures, with particular reference to the grading of 
the aggregate and the ratio of water to cement to be used But 
further, work must be done So far an average cement has been 
used in such investigational work, or an assumption has been made 
that the results developed with one cement will apply to all others 
The Bureau has been applying these laws of concrete design and 
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watei-cement ratio to different cements and finds that these laws are 
not apphcable to all 

The study of the use of conciete foi mine stopping, is of inteiest 
to you in view of your concern with impact testing of concrete 
In cooperation with the Bureau of Mines, there has been constructed 
a heavily reinforced conciete chamber, one end of \\hich can be 
closed with differently designed concrete slabs Graded chaigcs 
of black powder are set off in the chambei de\ eloping different 
impacts which aie obsened, as well as the stiain developed in the 
slabs The first series of tests is now under way 

You have possibly noted in the engineeiing journals refeienoe 
to the Bureau's coopeiation with Engineeung Foundation in the 
testing of the 60-foot high experimental conciete arch dam at 
Stevenson Creek, California This, while possibily not of diiect 
interest to you, is illustiatne of the type of woik which the Bureau 
does in its concrete investigations Such coopeiative work may be 
fuithei illustrated by that now being carried out with the Common 
Brick Manufacturers Association of Ameuca, the Hollow Building 
Tile Association and the National Teria Cotta Society in the studies 
of the uses of then mateiials in (onnecUon with moitais and con
crete 

The high-alumina cements and tlie quick-haidening Poitland 
cements aie being studied, as well as conciete made from high-
alumina cements both by membeis of the Buicau staff and associates 
from industry These types of mateual are mainly of interest in 
special and repaii work May I mention in this lespect that the 
Buieau issued a publication dealing with the high-aUimina cements 
foui years before they weie on the maiket Two yeais befoie they 
weie on the market it issued its Technologic Paper 197, giving the 
piopeities of cements of this type made in its own cement plant 

The bituminous and other laboratories of oui Chemistry DiMSion 
have worked on asphalt, and the Fedeial Specifications Board has 
issued specifications covering asphalt load oil, and similar mateiials 

The Division of Simplified Practice of the Bureau is one with 
which a number of you have been in direct contact and on whose 
committees I know a number of you have served The fiist piece 
of work handled by this Division and its fiist publication deals 
with the elimination of excess varieties of paving buck As a re
sult of the first confeience, attended bv a number of liighway 
engineers, the number of vaneties of paving brick was leduced 
fiom 66 to 11 A year latci these 11 were reduced to 7 The 
second yeai later one moic vauety was eliminated and two yeais 
later still another vaiiety was eliminated However, as a lesult of 
investigational woik done by the Bureau of Public Roads, it would 
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appeal tliat at the next session of the confeience it may be found 
desiiable to replace one or moie \anelies Other items that have 
been considered by this Duision of inteicst to you would be the 
simplification ol buildeis' hardwaie, steel bairels and drums, steel 
icinfoicinf!; bais, sheet steel, concicte building units, and shovels, 
spades and scoops 

Sexeral yeais ago llic Biiieau developed a new type of strain gauge 
in ^̂ lll(•h tlie displacement is indicated by changing the pressure on 
a pile of caibon disks whose electiical lesistance is thereby altered 
This aiiangement makes it possible to constuict instuiments which 
\M11 follow accurately A C i y lapid changes in stiess The appaiatiis 
has the fuithei advantage that leading may eithei be lead from an 
elcctucal instrument oi be lecorded photogiaphically at any con
venient location For example, it is entirely piacticable to mount 
tlic gauges on lelatuely inaccessible members of a bridge structuie, 
and place the leading or recoidmg apparatus on the ground at any 
distance desiied These gauges have found use in a great variety 
of pioblems including the study of live stresses on bridges both for 
highway and railway use and stieet railway joints 

A set| of the gauges was picpaied in T923 for the Iowa State 
High-\\ay Commission and has been used very successfully in an in
vestigation carried out by the Commission in cooperation with the 
low a State College These gauges may also be used simultaneously 
as lesistance theiniometers and they aie being so used, as well as to 
measure stiains in the Stevenson Cieek dam 

Our investigations of the stiength of stiuctural steel for bndges 
have yielded many valuable results Take, for example, the work 
on the columns of the Delaware River bridge Here a new type 
of constiuction was involved and theie was some question as to the 
safe loads which ceitain members could stand and as to the way 
in which failuie would take place Specimens of the constiniction 
vveie tested to desti uction lYi the 10,000,000 pound testing machine 
at the Bureau As a result of the work, a large saving in steel was 
made possible 

Our work in cooperation with the Amencan Electric Railway 
Association and other national organizations on the most durable 
joints for street lailway tracks is of importance to the highway en
gineer, because when tiack work must be done on a street car line 
it means teaiing up the roadway Every type of welded joint in 
common use is being investigated For a part of this work we are 
employing a special impact machine A heavy hammer is dropped 
several times a minute on the joint The specimen rests on a 
spiing suppoited anvil, and the liumber of blows which the joir.t 
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can stand is an indication of the excellence of the weld Supple
mentary tests of the material are also made 

Turning now to the motor vehicle, one of the problems that con
cerns all of us is the life efficiency of tires With a view to aiding 
in the formulation of tire specifications for the Government, the 
Bureau has carried out a/ long senes of tests, still under way, on 
the abrasion of tires and the relative power losses of various types 
of tires As a result the Government purchases are now on a much 
more satisfactory basis than formerly 

One of the most senous problems which confronts the highway 
engineer today is that of canng for the ever-increasing use of our 
roads by motor trucks We are carrying loads that would have 
been unbelievable a few years ago at high speeds over ordinary 
highways The wear and tear on the road are tremendous In 
this connection it is important to make sure that trucks are not over
loaded The necessity for enforcing regulations against overloaded 
trucks has created a demand for portable wheel-load weighers Sev
eral such scales are now on the market The Bureau has investi
gated the problem and has prepared specifications governing the 
construction and use of these portable weighing machines 

Our automotive section has also cooperated with several States 
in working yout satisfactory rules for rating motor trucks for pur
poses of taxation 

Among the foremost problems of highway control is that of safe 
and adequate braking control of vehicles Some years ago the Bu
reau designed and put in service a type of recording accelerometer 
intended to record the performance of motor vehicle brakes in opera
tion on the road An extended study of methods of conveniently 
and accurately measuring this quantity was made Later a simple 
and convenient indicating acceleromoter was designed, and with 
these instruments the braking ability of several hundred typical 
motor vehicles of all classes selected at random from traffic have 
been measured Something like a thousand instruments are now 
in use by State and municipal authorities and others interested in 
brake performance, for the control of brake conditions in the in
terest of public safety, or for more extended study of conditions in 
regard to this phase of vehicle operation 

Among instruments applicable to the vehicle is another, or rather 
a combination of instruments, designed to make a complete and 
permanent record of the essential elements in the road performance 
of a vehicle This equipment has a group of sixteen recording pens, 
each drawing an independent record on a single roll of paper These 
various records include ground speed, wind speed, wind direction, 
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manifold pressure, oil, water, and rear axle temperature, rate of gaso
line flow, acceleration, etc From such a record taken over a com
paratively short course, an analysis may be made of all the more 
important characteristics of the vehicle as regards its performance on 
the road 

The Bureau of Standards several years ago undertook a compre
hensive study of the effect of motor fuel characteristics on the over
all consumption of fuels m motor vehicles The initial question 
propounded was, "What grade of gasoline as regards volatility will 
assure the maximum number of car miles per barrel of crude oil con
sumed m its production 

There is, of course, a necessary mutual adjustment between the 
characteristics of the average fuel and those of the average vehicle 
and such an adjustment takes place more or less automatically, as a 
result of supply and demand There is much to be gained in gen
eral efficiency if the adjustment can be arrived at which yields the 
maximum amount of transportation per dollar of cost 

The definite answer found to the initial question stated above was 
that the least volatile or heaviest fuel which could be succesfuUy 
used gives most miles per gallon of crude consumed and presumably 
per dollar of cost 

Other questions were raised therefore as to what factors place 
limits on the use of heavier and cheaper fuels The more important 
of these are dilution of oil and difficulty of starting the engine 
Both these problems have been investigated and most of the out-
standmg technical questions regarding them have been answered 
Other phases of the broad problem of mutual adaptation of fuel and 
engine are also being investigated 

In the important field of highway safety, the Bureau of Standards 
has accomplished several results which may be of interest Several 
years" ago there was begun an investigation of brake-lining materials 
primarily for the benefit of the Government as a purchaser of these 
materials The work thus begun led to cooperation with manufac
turers and in some three years resulted in an increase of about 300 
per cent in the useful life of the average brake lining This study 
of materials led to a study of the behavior of brake linings and of 
brake mechanisms in service, the latter resulting in the collection 
of data from which a national brake safety code has been drafted by 
n committee under the procedure of the American Engineering 
Standards Committee The general interest aroused during the pre
liminary work on this code and the development of the acceler-
ometer mentioned above have led to general adoption of more effec
tive means of controlling the condition of motor-car brakes 
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While brakes aie one element in deteimining what speed a vehicle 
may safely maintain under any paiticular condition of tiaffic, theie 
aie othei factors equally impoitant, such as condition of the highway 
siuface, as well as traffic conditions themselves The Buieau of 
Standaids has made a study of these factors and incorporated the 
findings into a single statement, "Safe speed is that from which a ve
hicle can always be stopped within the cleai course ahead " where 
clear couisc is defined as that poition of the highway which the 
diivoi can know is unobsti noted and cannot become obstructed by 
any person oi othei vehicle within the ordinaly iight-of-way rules, 
in such a way as to interfere with his piogress 

It has been suggested that this general piinciple can be made the 
basis for more effective legislation than now ovists regaiding vehicle 
speeds 

A brief study has been made of the theoietical safe traffic capacity 
of highways as affected by brake ability and average speed of tiathc 
The results of some of these calculations have been published and 
others are available for such use as may aiise 

Closely related to brake performance is that of the car undei aj> 
plication of the brakes The dangerous action of a vehicle, sometimes 
known as pivoting under action of the brakes on slippery roads, has 
long been something of a mechanical mystery Some time ago an 
analysis was made of the causes of this behavior by the use of models, 
and it was found that there is a simple mechanical explanation foi 
the phenomenon It was shown that, contiaiy to pievious gcncially 
accepted belief, when, on a slippery surface, the reai wheels of a 
vehicle are locked, is must necessarily reverse its direction unless the 
tendency to do so is skillfully contiolled by proper steering Fjock-
ing of the front wheels on the contrary, while it pi events steeling 
of the vehicle, does not have this effect, but undei these conditions a 
vehicle will proceed straight ahead A knowledge of these facts ap
pears to be of utmost importance in the design and adjustment of two 
and foui wheel brakes and it may perhaps influence other matteis 
of highway and traffic control 

Automotive headhghtmg and its lelation to highway illumina
tion has been a subject of much lecent discassion While many of 
the States have fairly adequate laws for the licensing of headhghtmg 
equipments and foi their proper adjustment and use, there aic only 
a few localities were anything like satisfactory headhghtmg con
ditions exist This fact raises the question whether existing laws aie 
adequate in themselves or whether the fault is in enforcement alone 
Recently the Bureau of Standards, in cooperation with the Illuminat
ing Engineering Society and the Society of Automotive Engineeis, 
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has been making a study of the safety and effectiveness of different 
headlight illumination patterns For this purpose two special ad-
lustable headlight sets, each consisting of four lamps, are available 
foi use on different cai-s Some work has alieady been done m an 
attempt to deteimine independently what type of lighting is safest 
for the driver Avhen no other cars are approaching, and what type 
IS safest for both when cars are appioaching With modern depves-
sible lighting systems, it is conceivable that both these conditions of 
maximum safety can be lealized To make this possible it is neces-
bary to know firet wliat beam patterns will afford maximum safety 
under each of the abo\c conditions, rather than what is the best 
simple compromise between them 

The Buieau has been cooperating with manufactuiers of head
lamp and headlighting de\iccs and with the commissioneis of motoi 
vehicle administrators of a number of States, particularly on the 
Pacific coast, and with the States comprising the Eastern Conference 
of Motor Vehicle Administiators Tests on some forty de\ices ha\c 
been made for the State of Oiegon, and numerous tests have also 
been earned out for the Director of Tiaffic of the District of Co
lumbia 

On this subject of headlights, the Buieau has issued a circular 
entitled, "Motor Vehicle Headlighting," Circular No 276, and a 
chart "Adjust Your Headlights," Miscellaneous Publication No 68, 
which aie widely used 

As to signal lights, a sectional committee, working under the 
auspices of the American Engineering Standaids Committee and 
hponsored by the Americen Association of State Highway Officials 
the National Safety Council and the Buieau of Standards, has agreed 
upon specifications foi the use of colors, and this has already resulted 
in pietty general adoption of uniform practice in the use of red, 
gieen, and yellow luminous signals foi tiaffic control 

A series of tests has been made on the Msibility of red, yellow 
gicen, and blue traffic signal glasses under daylight conditions It 
was found that coloi traffic signals under daylight conditions, with 
the sun shining on the signals, are clearly distinguishable by the 
aveiage observer at a distance of 1,200 feet from the signal if there is 
behind tlie signal a light ha\ing a beam candlepower of approxi
mately the following values for the four colors 

Red , 1,400 
Green 2,600 
Yellow 3,800 
Blue 9,300 
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It was found that a 15-watt lamp in a 4 or 5 inch parabolic re
flector will be satisfactory to use as a source of light for such signal 
glasses and that with a lamp of that intensity the colors will be 
clearly distinguishable at a distance of 1,200 feet, even though the 
sun IS shining directly on the signals 

Experiments have been conducted on the visibility of the letters 
and figures on automobile hcense plates It is found that there is, 
of course, great difiference in the intensity of illumination on rear 
license plates as produced by tail lamps ordinanly supplied on auto
mobiles There is also considerable difficulty due to the fact that 
the design of the letters and figures themselves as used on the license 
plates of a number of States is not the best in many instances Cer
tain figures are difficult to distinguish, even under daylight condi
tions It is found in general, however, that dark letters and figures 
on a light background are more readily visible and legible than are 
light-colored letters and figures on a dark background In other 
words, letters and figures in black, dark green, or maroon, on yellow, 
white or buff backgrounds are more easily distingmshed than white, 
yellow or buff figures on black, green, dark blue, or dark red back
grounds It would appear desirable to suggest to commissioners of 
motor vehicles in the various States that this fact be kept in mind in 
selecting the combinations of colors for the annual issue of license 
plates These principles apply also to highway markings 

An investigation earned out at the request of the Director of 
Traffic of the District of Columbia on a small number of rear signal 
lamps commonly called "stop signals" shows a rather confused state 
of supply for these devices More work should be done m a study 
of the design of the reflectors and glasses used for such rear signal 
devices 

In conclusion, I would like to refer again to the importance of the 
work of national organizations engaged in promulgating standards, 
such as the American Engineering Standards Committee and the 
Federal Specification Board, which last is doing so much to unify 
requirements for Government purchases If the service to be ren
dered is the same, there is no reason why the requirements for road 
matenals and other equipment m one State should differ from those 
in another Uniformity in purchase requirements does much to in
sure the best material at the lowest price In this movement, I be
lieve the Bureau has played an important part, because it has often
times assisted in determining what the best matenal really is for a 
given purpose 

In what precedes, I trust I have left with you the impression that 
the laboratory is essential to the highway as an aid m working out 
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many of the highly complex problems confronting its operation and 
maintenance The real test, however, of the adequacy of the labora
tory investigation is service m or on the highway of the matenal, 
machine, or practice recommended by the laboratory If, in this 
paper, you find I have unduly emphasized the role of the Bureau 
of Standards, you will appreciate that I have limited my remarks 
to that laboratory and those problems with which I am best 
acquainted 

Finally, I would call your attention to the fact that the Bureau of 
Standards m celebrating its 25th anniversary on December 4, and I 
extend to you, one and all, a most cordial invitation to visit the Bu
reau on that day and see for yourselves what we are doing of interest 
to highway engineers 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON We shall now hear the report of the Di
rector of the Highway Research. Board, Mr Charles M Upham 

REPORT OF DIRECTOR 
C H A K L E S M U P H A M 

Highway Research Board, Washington, D C 

The year now closing has been a very active one for the Highway 
Research Board Through its publications and the work of its re
search committees as well as of its special investigators, the contacts 
of the Highway Research Board have been greatly broadened, and 
it has become evident that the Board is occupying a place in the 
highway engineenng field that cannot be filled as well by any other 
organization. 

During the past year the number of State contact men has been 
increased from 44 to 48, thereby making 100 per cent representa
tion from the State highway departments 

The great demand for the publications of the Board continues 
These publications are unique in that they represent the combmed 
research thought of all the State highway departments and all the 
universities of the country engaged in highway research 

The finances of the Board have been sufficient to meet the immedi
ate needs of the organization, but it has been felt that it might be 
desirable to receive contributions m the form of a membership fee 
or service fee from the State highway departments who are directly 
the recipients of the benefits arising from the work of the Highway 
Research Board These funds would enable the Board to continue 
the work it has already begun and to enlarge its field of service. 
No definite amount of contribution has been decided upon nor has 
the manner of payment been definitely determined. This matter 


